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It’s stylish to bemoan how few cases go to trial these days—and for first chair litigators (and the
reporters who write about them) it’s a bit anticlimactic when litigation gets resolved behind closed
doors.
But to SettlementAnalytics, trials are basically a failure. Going to court means the “economic forces
that ordinarily encourage a negotiated solution” broke down.
If a trial is indeed likely, the Hong Kong based company figures it’s better to be
forewarned as early as possible, so as to adopt “proactive and calibrated trialavoidance measures.”
The company on Tuesday announced a new legal metric and advisory service
that it bills as “the world’s first quantitative legal measurement to indicate the
likelihood of a lawsuit proceeding all the way to trial and adjudication.”
Some top Big Law litigators are skeptical.
"I say to new clients that any lawyer who guarantees you'll win a case is
someone you shouldn't hire because there are no guarantees in litigation,”
said Randy Mastro, who co-chairs Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher’s litigation practice. “And the same
logic applies to predicting settlement. Litigations evolve over time and take on a life of their own.
That's what dictates whether a case will settle, not some mathematical formula."
Kirkland & Ellis star litigator James Hurst has questions as well. “I am somewhat skeptical about
the value of a computer-generated prediction about the likelihood of a trial,” he said. “Some factors
are probably easy to quantify, like the type of case or the presiding judge. But others are not, such
as the intuitive factors that drive my own often-correct predictions, like whether the case is close on
the merits, my assessment of opposing counsel’s willingness to try a close case, and my own
client’s historical courage in taking cases to a jury.”
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So how is the “Litigation Settlement Failure Index” supposed to work?
There is “an economic signature to the subset of disputes which can be expected to end up in a
courtroom,” Robert Parnell, president and CEO of SettlementAnalytics, said in a news release. “By
analyzing the economic structure of legal conflicts we can extract the implied probability of
settlement failure.”
The company points to the theory of divergent expectations, which suggests that some cases don’t
settle because of “excessive mutual optimism” about the outcome on both sides.
To me, for example, that sounds like the Silicon Valley gender discrimination lawsuit between Ellen
Pao and venture capital firm Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers. I could see how both sides went into
that trial thinking they had a good chance of winning, and indeed, perhaps another jury might have
reached a different result.
But I don’t think Kleiner Perkins’ lawyer, Lynne Hermle of Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe (who won
the trial)—or Pao’s lawyers, Alan Exelrod of Rudy, Exelrod, Zieff & Lowe and Therese Lawless of
Lawless & Lawless, needed a computer program to tell them that.
There’s also the theory of asymmetric information, which “suggests that cases fail to settle because
of a high level of uncertainty in settlement decision making.” That sounds like a nice way of saying
the lawyers on one side didn’t know what they were doing.
SettlementAnalytics says it combines both these theories, and also factors in things like capital
costs, time to trial, cost rules, risk aversion, hybrid and split contingent fee structures to “make a
categorical prediction of trial-or-settlement.”
What seems to be missing though is what you might call the Mark Cuban factor. The billionaire
basketball team owner/ reality television star readily admits he could have settled U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission insider trading charges against him for far less than he spent in legal
fees. That would have been the economically rational move—but he didn’t care.
“I said ‘Screw you, SEC. I don’t care who you are. You’re not going to push me around,’” he told
(then) Tonight Show host Jay Leno after he won his 2013 trial.
It’s not just Mark Cuban. Other clients are also willing to fight (albeit more quietly) for what they
believe in.
"Analytics cannot fully account for intangible factors that sometimes play into a client's decision
whether to try a case,” said Hogan Lovells global class action group head Craig Hoover. “Although
class action trials are rare, we tried and won a class action case recently when our client believed
strongly as a matter of principle that the company had done nothing wrong and was willing to take
the case all the way through trial in order to establish that fact."
Decisions about whether to settle or go to trial can be based on other non-quantifiable factors too.
“For example, you often need to know the business dynamic between the parties, and the mindset
and motivation of the lawyer on the other side,” said Michael Sacksteder, who chairs the patent
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litigation group at Fenwick & West. “Sometimes, lawyers try to assess their chances based on
something as subjective as the body language or tone of voice of the judge, and then they advise
their clients based on those intangible, but sometimes crucial, intuitions.”
Other times, there is very little mystery involved.
“For a subset of cases, it's clear from the get-go that they will settle,” said Baker Botts partner
Jonathan Shapiro, who chairs the firm’s litigation practice in San Francisco and Palo Alto. “Some
are transparently filed to achieve an immediate term business goal, say re-trade an M&A deal,
bring leverage to an in-process negotiation, or apply such similar pressure. Sometimes the lawyers
who bring these cases are explicit to the point of being vulgar about their end game. Other cases
are plainly likely to settle because the lawyers who file them are so plainly incapable of bringing the
case to trial.”
Moreover, he said, knowing the ultimate settlement prospects shouldn’t make that much difference
in how you litigate the case.
“Smart and pragmatic clients defend cases for trial—what are the themes, who are the witnesses,
what is the durable strategy from filing to closing?” he said. “That will maximize a favorable
settlement if there is to be one, and will best position to win if otherwise.”
We're glad you enjoyed this excerpt from Litigation Daily, ALM's premium source for thoughtful
analysis and commentary about the world's largest business disputes and the lawyers behind the
battles. Click here to subscribe.
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